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The original handbook on How to Never Grow Up, The Encyclopedia of Immaturity contains more

than 300 entries, including essential life skills (How to Hang a Spoon from Your Nose and How to

Make Your Dog Yawn), secret knowledge (Alien Abduction Dos and Don'ts and The World's Easiest

Card Trick) and useful material (The Best Knock-Knock Joke Ever Told and How to Predict Your

Height). Because just because you're getting older doesn't mean you have to grow up, and this

funny book for boys and girls will help make sure that you don't.Comes with: 410 pages of infinite

wisdom
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Bought this for my 13 year old daughter. She enjoyed flipping through it and reading parts of it,

although it didn't hold her attention for long. My husband and I spent more time flipping through it

and trying out some of the tricks than she did. Overall it was a cute book and would make a nice gift

for someone young at heart with a good sense of humor.

I bought this gift originally for my son, who was in fourth grade at the time. He absolutely loved it,

and still reads through it all the time even a year later. He loved this book so much that I started

buying it for birthday gifts for the other boys his age, and they've all absolutely loved it too. I know



because I hear them talking about it, discussing the fun, jokey things the book contains.I think I've

bought about five of these so far, and I've been glad I did. There's also a sequel to this book that

was also a big hit with my son and his friends.

I purchased this for my nephew for his 11th birthday. He is a voracious reader and normally reads

chapter books, but my sister said this was a big hit and perfect for him!

This was purchased for my grandson for reading at school . I cannot remember why he wanted it -

whether or not it was required or he just heard about it. I DID NOT read it, but thumbed through it.

He enjoyed it and read the entire book - I think that he may have put another smaller book inside it

to read when he was in class and felt the title would keep the teacher at bay.

Book was in great condition and came in a timely manner. My son loves this collection. Good buy.

Great book. My 11 yr old can't put it down.

nice

My 10 year old nephew LOVED this book. Bought it as a Xmas present, and despite the mountains

of gifts around him, this is what he carried around all day, eagerly reading a funny page to anyone

who would listen. The book is organized so each page or two is a new catchy, easy to read subject

with step by step instructions. Some of the subjects (eg How to Read a GrownUps Mind) are really

pretty cute.
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